BO’s Window Marmalade Oriole Feeder (BO-WM)
Droll Yankees feeders can be disassembled for easy cleaning and part replacement.
Cleaning: Please for the sake of the birds, keep your feeders clean! Dirty feeders can harm the birds. Use a mild soap & water
solution and a soft brush for thorough, simple cleaning. Oriole feeders should be cleaned every five days, more often in warm
weather, as the orange or marmalade spoils easily in the heat.
Disassemble
1.
2.
3.

Remove the feeder from the suction cup wire by lifting the feeder gently upward.
The sunburst sipper collar can be removed by holding the base of the feeder in the palm of one hand and placing four
fingertips of your other hand underneath two or three of the petals. Place your thumb inside the base and push against
the bottom while lifting the sunburst sipper collar with your fingertips.
The suction cup wire can be removed from the window by gently lifting the edge of each suction cup.

Assemble
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Place the sunburst sipper collar on the lip of the base.
Squeeze the base and the sunburst sipper collar together at the same time with both hands. This will allow a secure tight
fit and seal evenly around the base.
Cut an X through the peel on both ends of an orange before cutting it in half.
Place half of the orange with the cross cut facing toward the spindle, located in the center of the base. Push the orange
onto the spindle until the orange is resting on the bottom of the base.
Before placing the bracket with the suction cups on a clean and completely dry window, rub a little oil from the side of
your nose onto the suction cups.
Press the suction cup wire against the window vertically, making certain the angled wire is pointing upward.
Place the feeder gently onto the suction cup wire using the hole which is located underneath the bottom of the base.
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